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Solution

Semi-autonomous lighting system
comprised of 2 parts: The URN(A
modular LED lighting element with
built in batteries controller) and The
NEST( A fixed part with electrical
wiring that is used as a support and
charging station for the URNs)
which can come in 3 different
shapes/sizes ( ceiling, floor or wall -
mounted)
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Explain how and why you created this work. Was it for a specific brief, etc.?

What is the biggest downfall of ceiling or wall lights? They're stuck in one place. Imagine your
living room or your home office or even your favorite Thai-Mexican fusion place around the
corner . Isn't there that one corner that's never lit properly, that one corner where you could
wish you could bring an extra light without the hassle of finding a plug or carrying a super large
or heavy lighting fixture that wasn't designed to be moved? URN fixes those problems.
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What were you trying to express?

The lamp takes its shape from a common household item that has been used throughout the
ages - the urn.
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Is it 100% your original work?

Yep.
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Creative's profile

Sebastian Comanescu
Freelance Designer/Architect
Bucharest, Romania

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Product Design

PRO
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